Empanelment of IT and O/S Firms for Providing Manpower on Service Charge/ Rate Contract Basis

Corrigendum #2: Empanelment of IT and O/S Firms for Providing Manpower on Service Charge/ Rate
Contract Basis

S.No Pg & Pt.No
1
Page 18
3.8.1

Existing Clause
Bidder should have a resource pool/
resource bank to arrange a sufficient
number of resources within a short
Corrigendum notice (30 days) to the Authority for
Pg 9, S.No 5 selection and approval of candidates.

2

19
3.8.13

Without the consent of the Authority,
no changes shall be made in the team
deployed on the project. If for any
reason beyond the reasonable control
of the Bidder, it is necessary to
replace any of the team members, the
Bidder shall be allowed to provide as a
replacement a person with equivalent
or better qualifications, with approval
from the Authority. In case of
replacement of resource(s) or
deployment of additional manpower
(if any) Covid-19 vaccination
certificate is essential, the decision of
the Samagra Shiksha authority will be
final and binding. Further, in case no
acceptable replacement is provided
within 15 days of the date of
departure of the named resource, a
penalty of up to 50% of the service
charge for the said post may be
effected at the sole discretion of the
Bidder

Modified To
Bidder should have a resource pool/
resource bank to arrange a sufficient
number of resources within a short
notice (30 days) to the Authority for
selection and approval of candidates
If sufficient good quality candidates
are not received within 20 days,
Authority at its sole discretion, can
send the request to other qualified
bidders empaneled as per clause
3.2.13, 3.2.14. The candidates so
received from other qualified bidders
will be taken up for selection after all
candidates from Bidder received
within 30 days are evaluated
Without the consent of the Authority,
no changes shall be made in the team
deployed on the project. If for any
reason beyond the reasonable
control of the Bidder, it is necessary
to replace any of the team members,
the Bidder shall be allowed to provide
as a replacement a person with
equivalent or better qualifications,
with approval from the Authority. In
case of replacement of resource(s) or
deployment of additional manpower
(if any) Covid-19 vaccination
certificate is essential, the decision of
the Samagra Shiksha authority will be
final and binding. Further, in case no
acceptable replacement is provided
within 15 days of the date of
departure of the named resource, a
penalty of up to 50% of the service
charge for the said post may be
effected at the sole discretion of the
Bidder Authority

Further,
1. For any changes done to the
team, the bidder will lose 2
weeks of billing as a token
representation of lost
knowledge and time required
to get new resource up to
speed
2. If more than 10% of the
resources are changed in any
given calendar year, a penalty
of 2% of the total billing for
the year will be levied on the
bidder

